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896 NOTES OF THE QUARTER.

BIBLIOTHEK DEK SPEACHKUNDE, or Collection of practical
Handbooks for the Study of Languages. By various
Authors. Wien: A. Hartleben.

This useful series is quite unprecedented, both in quantity
and in quality, either in Germany or in any other country :
it has now reached its fortieth volume, and, as it includes
already many Oriental languages, it comes rightly within
the scope of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.
For some of these languages there are in England plenty
of valuable Handbooks; but, for some of them, there are
none or nearly so, and, this being the case, I feel myself
quite justified in reviewing here the whole Oriental series.

As a rule, each Handbook consists of a theoretical-
practical Grammar with Exercises, some colloquial Phrases,
a Chrestomathy with Notes and Glossary, and a small
Vocabulary of about 2400 usual words : this rule has
been infringed in some instances, the Grammars having
been lengthened without necessity and the Vocabularies
having been thrown away.1 However, the publisher, Herr
A. Hartleben, of Vienna, deserves the gratitude of all
those interested in general linguistics, whether speculative
scholars or practical students of languages.

Leaving aside, of course, the languages belonging to
the Greek, Gallo-Italic, and Teutonic families, I will proceed
to the Far East by way of Eastern Europa.

SLAVONIAN LANGUAGES : —

Bulgarische Sprache, von Fr. Vymaznl.—I can nearly state
that this very accurate Handbook of the Bulgarian language
is the only one existing in any European language, as the
previous works of A. Cankof and D. Kyriak (Wien, 1852;
in German), and of Morse and Vasilief (Constantinople,
1860 ; in English), are long ago out of print, and, moreover,
were rather inaccurate. Although the language is not

1 I am alluding here to the Roumanian, Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish
Handbooks, which, being rather pedautic and tedious, are of little or no
practical use.
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yet quite fixed and the orthography is yet less fixed, it
is highly interesting: it has preserved the use of an old
affixed article, while, in the other Slavonian languages,
this article has remained only in the plural as the ending-
of the infinitive (in fact, a collective noun).

Russische Spracke, von B. Manasseicitsch.—A very valuable
Handbook of the Russian language, concise and complete;
the language is copiously illustrated in English.

Kleinrusdsche oder Ruthenische Sprache, von M. Jffitro-
fanowicz.—Invaluable Handbook of the important Ruthenian
language, not yet illustrated in any other European language,
as far as I know ; very carefully prepared.

Slowenische Sprache, von Carl Jos. Pecnik.—A complete
and accurate Handbook of the Slovenian language, spoken
in Carinthia and Carniola, and not yet illustrated in any
other European language: it has preserved, at least
partially, the old Slavonian dual.

Serbo-kroatische Sprache, von Emil Muza.—Tolerably good
Handbook of the Servo-Croatian language, not yet illus-
trated in English: the Dictionary of usual terms is wanting.
The Servian is the eastern, and the Croatian the western,
dialectal form; the latter being written with Roman, the
former with Cyrillic, characters. However, there are such
lexicographical and other discrepancies between these two
dialectal forms of the language, not to speak of the writing,
that it would have beeu better to deal separately with
the Servian and the Croatian, not omitting to append to
each a distinct Vocabulary.

Slovakische Sprache, von Gustav Marsall.—Complete and
accurate Handbook of the Slovakian language, spoken in
North-Western Hungary, and not yet illustrated in English;
this language is sometimes considered as being only a dialect
of the Bohemian language: but, as it has preserved many
antiquated forms, the reverse opinion should be more correct.
The people who speak it consider the word " Slovak " rather
as an insult, and claim to be the " Slavs " par excellence.

Bohmische Sprache, von Karl Kunz.—Valuable Handbook
of the Bohemian (not Gipsy) language, for which I know
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only a Dictionary in English by V. E. Mourek (Prag,
1879).

Polnische Sprache, von B. Manassewitsch.—Complete and,
what is here of the utmost importance, comprehensive
Handbook of the Polish language, the most difficult amongst
Slavonian languages, of which there is nearly nothing in
English.

IRANIAN LANGUAGES :—

Armenische Sprache, von C. Kainz.—Practical and quite
unparalleled Handbook of the Armenian language, by far
better than any other in German, English, or French :
it combines excellently the old or classical Armenian and
the modern form of this interesting language.

Neupersische Sprache, von A. Seidel.—Concise and accurate
Handbook of the modern Persian language; however, it
has many valuable competitors either in German, English,
or French.

INDIAN LANGUAGES :—

Sanskrit-Sprache, von Dr. Richard Fiek.—Little Handbook
of the Sanskrit language, only quoted here as belonging
to the series: the language is well-known, and has been
profusely illustrated in English.

Hindustani-Sprache, von A. Seidel.—Very carefully com-
piled Handbook of the Hindustani language, also profusely
illustrated in English : it is the first attempt to make it
known in Germany, and, indeed, a very successful one.

MALAYAN LANGUAGES :—

Malayische Sprache, von A. Seidel.—Very practical and
accurate Handbook of the Malay language, intended chiefly
for Germans, as it has been tolerably illustrated in Dutch,
in English, and in French.

Javanische Sprache, von Dr. H. Bohatta.—Complete and
valuable Handbook of the Javanese language, already
illustrated in Dutch and in French, but not yet in German
or in English.
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SEMITIC LANGUAGES : —

Hebrawche Sprache, von B. Manassewitsch.—One, and not
the worst, of the numerous Handbooks of the Hebrew
language.

Arabische Sprache, von B. Manassewitsch.—Valuable Hand-
book of the Arabic language, with special reference to the
literary form of the language, but with some occasional
reference to the colloquial Arabic: a Handbook specially
devoted to the colloquial Arabic is to appear shortly.

ODRALO-ALTAIC LANGUAGES : —

Ungarische Sprache, von Ferdinand O'drg.—Most accurate
Handbook of the Hungarian language, already illustrated in
English by Csinks (London, 1853), whose work is not to
be despised, on the contrary.

Finnische Sprache, von M. Wellewill.—Complete and com-
prehensive Handbook of the Finnish language; the only
practical book on the subject in any European language :
the Vocabularies are invaluable.

Tiirkische Sprache, von Carl Wied.—Accurate Handbook
of the Turkish language, so masterly illustrated in English
by the late Sir J. W. Redhouse.

Japanische Sprache, von A. Seidel.—Very carefully and
judiciously compiled Handbook of the Japanese language,
copiously illustrated in English.

MONOSYLLABIC LANGUAGES : —

Chinesische Sprache, von C. Kainz.—Unpretentious and
effective Handbook of the Chinese colloquial language ;
intended chiefly for Germans, as the language has been
repeatedly illustrated in English.

Siamesische Sprache, von Dr. F. J. Wershoven.—Very
practical and carefully compiled Handbook of the Siamese
language, already illustrated in English, though, perhaps
not so successfully.
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AFRICAN LANGUAGES :—

Hauptsprachen Deut&eh-Sudwestafrikas, von A. Seidel.—
Practical Handbook of the Nama, Otyiherero and Oshindonga
languages, spoken in the German settlements of South-West
Africa: the compiler has very ably condensed here the
whole knowledge he has derived from English and German
explorers of languages; this book is intended only for
Germans, but to be noticed on account of its value.

Suaheli-Sprache, von A. Seidel.—Carefully compiled hand-
book of the Swahili language; chiefly based on Bishop
Steere's and Dr. Krapf's works, but with a more practical
turn.

And now, if I add : (1) that I would have gladly noticed
the Handbook of the so-called Volapiik language, save
for my perplexity about entering it in any Oriental family
of languages; (2) that a Handbook of the language of
the Gipsies is to appear shortly; and (3) that the above-
noticed Handbooks are of uniform size and length (post
8vo.; about 192 pages), and nicely bound in cloth; I shall
have concluded this Review at my own, and, I hope, at
my readers', satisfaction.

DIE BEDAWYE-SPRACHE IN NORDOST-AFRIKA. Yon LEO

REINISCH. II. (Grammatik). 8vo. pp. 80. Wien:
F. Tempsky, 1893.

This is only the first part of the Grammar, dealing
chiefly with phonetics : it will be more convenient to
review it together with the second part, when issued.

LES INSCRIPTIONS DE L'ILE DE DAHLAK. Par RENE BASSET.

8vo. pp. 39. Paris : E. Leroux, 1893.

An interesting paper on the History of the island of
Dahlak, in the Red Sea.

LES APOCBYPHES ETHIOPIANS, traduits en francais. Par
RENE BASSET. I. Le livre de Baruch et la legende
de Jeremie, 8vo. pp. 39. Paris, 1893.

. TH. G. DE G.


